Various NMR properties of solid H 2 and D 2 are studied, and the following results are obtained. The leading terms in the high-temperature expansion of the second moment M 2 (T) for H 2 are M 2 (T)=M 2 (∞)+125/3 d 2 x(1−x) (βΓ) 4 (1−2βΓ−415/64 βΓx), where M 2 (∞) is the Van Vleck term, Γ is the electric quadrupolequadrupole coupling constant, β≡1/kT, and x is the concentration of ( J=1) molecules. For H 2 , this expression fits the data qualitatively for T≥5°K. For D 2 , the observed second moment agrees with our calculations only for very small or very large values of x. For intermediate values of x, the observed second moment is much smaller than expected, which leads us to propose that the resonance of the ( J=1) molecules is too broad to be observable. Under this assumption, we find a temperature-dependent contribution at 5°K about 100 times smaller than that given above, in rough agreement with experiment. For H 2 , a reasonable fit to the fourth moment M 4 is obtained by the relation
For D2, the observed second moment agrees with our calculations only for very small or very large values of x. For intermediate values of x, the observed second moment is much smaller than expected, which leads us to propose that the resonance of the (J =1) moleeules is too broad to be observable. Under this assumption, we find a temperature-dependent contribution at 5'K about 100 times smaller than that given above, in rough agreement with experiment. For H&, a reasonable fit to the fourth moment M4 is obtained by the relation
M, (T)-M4( )=-, M, ( ) [M,(T)-M, ( )],

»6
which is derived by decoupling certain averages required in the otherwise rigorous moment calculation at high temperatures.
The spin-lattice relaxation time T» is calculated by extending the Gaussian approximation for the spectral functions to finite temperatures.
The hightemperature result is T = 0. 780 (I /hco) x (1 -+ pI'-&&+ pi'x)~t for H2, and T& = 5. 12 (1"/hco) xr~~t(l-~&4pI'-~I&+ pl'x)~~t for (8=1) molecules in D&. At low concentrations we modify the results of Sung and find T»=2. 53 x5 3I' » for H2, and T» =18. 7x5~3I' » for (8=1) molecules in D2, if T» is in seconds and I' in em . These formulas reproduce the concentration dependence of T» in H2 and D2 very consistently over the entire concentration range x~0. 005. For a quantitative fit to experiment one must take I'/I'0 between 0. 6 and 0.65 for both H2 and D2, values which are slightly smaller than obtained from other experiments. Here I'0 is the rigid-lattice value of I'. Both the resonance and the relaxation data tend to confirm that in the solid all interactions must be renormalized to take account of lattice vibrations. We also obtain explicit analytic results for T» in the ordered phases of H2 and D2 due to libron scattering, making use of the libron density of states calculated by Mertens gt In Sec. V we study the dynamical behavior of a pair of (8= 1) molecules subject to EQQ interactions. We compute exactly the spectral weight functions of 311 the independent correlation functions. These calculations are of constant use in later sections.
Sections VI-VIII deal with the spin-lattice relaxation time T,. In Sec. VI we extend the Gaussian Bpproximation' to the spectral functions which determine T, . The Table I we give the values of the EQQ coupling constant I"0, defined by (2. 2) where eQ is the quadrupole moment of the molecule ' and AD is the equilibrium intermolecular sepa, ration. '7 ' Also C(2, 2, 4; m, n) is a ClebschGordan coefficient, ' Y~(sr) is a spherical harmonic using the phase convention of Rose, ' where co, and 0» specify the orientations of the axis of molecule i and the vector r» = r, -r~, connecting the centers of gravity of the two molecules, respectively. In Eq. (2. 1) the quantization axis is arbitrary. If
II. INTERACTIONS INVOLVING MOLECULES AND NUCLEI
A. Orientational Interactions between Molecules
The purpose of this section is first to review the interactions between molecules in solid hydrogen, and secondly to obtain a few simple results which will be useful in the course of this work. As Nakamura first showed, the orientationally dependent part of the intermolecular potential is dominated by the EQQ interaction. The EQQ Hamiltonian can be written as Z oz = 9 vt'0 (10m) Z C(2, 2, 4; m, n) Yz (a&, ) Y~(&g,) PR0PERTIES 0F SOLID HYDRQGEN. r, "(&u) = n~r~~(z), (2. 4) 2 Q0 = -5~Cy -0~Qo -lq (2. 6) and the tensor operators are given in Table II . Also, within J = 1 these operators obey 
where obviously y(L, L', I, ")= . ' n(L, I,', L")+P(L-, I,', I. ") (2. 7).
whereas for nearest-neighbor pair interactions in nearly pure (J'= 0) hydrogen we found the renorlnalized coupling constant to be I"'""/I" =0. 94 (5/'16~) '"{3 J, '-2) g (4 T (15/32m)~~2 (J J~+ J J ) (3. 10b) Here N is the total number of molecules, g is the fraction of (J= 1) molecules, alld where by convention one writes (for both H2 and D2) quantities in Eq. (3. 13). We will indicate these averages by double brackets, « ))", with the subscripts P and a, respectively. To take the powder average we express the spherical harmonics with respect to the crystal axis rather than to the magnetic field:
(3cos'0, -1) = (~2m)'" r'2 (f")" (r, '(Z, );X, ';) "= --", , n"(5/v)~'r', (3. 32) where 6 " is the Kronecker delta. Combining 
where it only remains to take the alloy average. Since the sum is only over (d= 1) molecules, we can take the alloy average by including the probability factor fz(5, 5') describing the probability that (J = 1) molecules are at nearest-neighbor lattice sites 6 and 5':
ber of high-temperature graphs is nearly the same for both structures. ' Thus, this argument, which invokes local cubic symmetry, is nearly applicable to the hcp structure. As a result we expect M2"'" to be very small for x =1 over the entire temperature range above the order-disorder transition.
From the data in Ref. 5 one sees that this is indeed the case.
The evaluation of the leading terms in M4(T) at high temperature is similar, but more involved than that for M2(T) ( n"') = (, ') = ( n, ') = -, ', (3.40) where n is the orientation of the molecular axis at position A. In other words, one has M, "'=aea K", 'dp'F'x(1 -x), molecules decreases their separation thus increasing K,«. In the limit x 1, nonuniform strains are precluded by symmetry. Nevertheless, we will attempt a crude comparison by analyzing data for T = 5 and T = 6 K, at which temperatures the combined experimental and theoretical uncertainty is the smallest. To do this we plot in Fig. 2 Although the energy-level scheme for a pair of (J = 1) molecules interacting via EQQ interactions is well known, there has been no study of the corresponding dynamical properties. We shall study these properties since they will be useful in analysis of low-concentration phenomena.
We shall be interested in the following correlation [ (Green' s) functions':
which are given in terms of the spectral weight function p"e(~): The coefficients C~(E") are given in Table V (6. 3a) because these terms vanish. Equation (6. 8b) Z, " P4( y) = Z4 P4(cos8H, )P4(cos84, ) = i P,(cos8",), (6. 12b) where 8"and 80, are ") ), . (6. 2Vb) T, = xQ( Of (6, 5) Of(5, 5) ) ", (6. 20a) 
N6
T =x' Q (0"(5, 5) O"(6', 5')t)", (6. 20b) N, 5, 6', 64K' Z ( O, "(5, 6') O, "(5, 6')') ", (6. 20c) sr, 6, 5';M' T, = x'Z( O, "(5, 5') O, "(5', 6)') ", (6. 20d) (6. 20e) T, =x'Z(P,'(6, 5')P, "(5, &')'). . As we have mentioned, we abandon the Gaussian approximation for pzz"(e). Here we shall determine pfz(v) by calculating its Fourier transform f~s(t), defined as f",(t) = f p", ((u) (R, t) is the exact f~(t) for an isolated pair of (J=1) molecules at a separation R. We shall take the average over random configurations of (J'= 1) molecules, completely neglecting possible correlations in the probability distribution function for clusters of (J= 1) 
(V. 7) (v. 8) This result can be written as q'(t) = 'm~2 I t -I "' ( E'""),@ "' The powder average will be taken later. We write Eq. (7. 6) as (v. 9b) where where (E'")z is the average of (E")':
Numerically we find 51/v 2 f u'/'(1 -cosu)du Also, the factor of v 2 in Eq. (7. 12) has not been included in Ref. 10. There appears to be some difference also in the evaluation of integrals, e. g. , so that the second frequency moment is correctly given by the approximate function. The difference between using this approximate function with a single frequency and the exact pair function with several (see Table V 
ly, the only processes which we need to consider are those in which the elementary exeitations scatter off one another. These processes are primarily included in the spectral densities 8,(e), 8z(&o), and 82'(~).
In analogy with the case of magnetic insulators, and as shown by Homma's more detailed calculations, v' we know that these spectral densities must be of the form g, "(~)=C", X-'?" 6(@~+Z; Z";-)n"-,(I+n;), (8. 2) Re where N is the total number of moleeules and CJ. is a normalization constant to be determined.
Since kT is much less than the quadrupole wave-energy gap, we may write
Thus, for a powder we have (s. 6) In writing Eq. (S. 1) we assume that the NMR resonance frequency +o is much less than the frequencies of the rotational system, so that effectively coo =0, and initially we shall consider the case of a homogeneous solid of (J'=1) molecules. In evaluating these spectral densities one must take account of the nature of the elementary excitations. 
Thus we have g"(0) = C" J 6(Z -Z') p(Z) p(Z') n(Z) dZdZ ' (8. Sa) =Cf f p'(z)n(z)dz, (s. Sb) where
(a. 8) We use the density of states as determined by Ueyama and Matsubara 2 or by Mertens et al, 12 Evaluating the right-hand side of Eq. (S. 8) 
4 [18exp (-12y) -(224y +128y+16) exp(-lsy) -2 exp(-28y)], (8. 11) where y= (I'/kT) For a. n alloy of (J'=0) and (J= 1) molecules the simplest approximation is to assume that all fields scale with the concentration x of (J =1) molecules. Then Eq. (8. 11 Table I (8) Finally, we evaluate the powder average of C as defined in Eq. (A4c). We take the powder average by inclusion in the lattice sum of the fa,ctor x'+~;~. x'(1 -x)+~-;, x'(1 -x) .
(A18)
Note that by Eq. (3. 38) the term proportional to xo vanishes. Keeping only those terms whose average is nonvanishing we have « C)). =6x'(1 -) (5/4 )'"(~) '(70) 
6, 6', m, n x~, "(J;) V', "(J;, )).C(2, 2, 4; m, -m) xC(2, 2, 4;m, -n)o Y, (6')*Y4 "(Goo, )*, (A19) where Qy. specifies the orientation of 5 -5' with respect to 5. Since we have taken the quantization axis to lie along 6, only the (l =0) term in Eq.
(A4c) is nonzero. Again we may evaluate the average using Eq. (All). Also we note that all the 24 equilateral triangles (0, 6, 6') give the same contribution to Eq. (A19) so that 
As mentioned above, this expression is quite similar to the average &XooZN XoK ) = BI'owhich Nakamura evaluated as that part of the specific heat at high temperature which is proportional to (PI'x)'. We have xZ (-1) C(2, 2, 4; m, -m) C(2, 2, 4; m, -n)
and also using the values from Table III, 
i(6, 6+6') = (Ipl')o(70m) Q C(2, 2, 4; m, n) m, n, p, , v x C(2, 2, 4; p. , v) a(2, 2, 1)
We first consider T2 and note that the operators of site 6 do not appear in Of(6', 6') and that those of site 6' do not appear in Oi (6, 5) . Hence, the terms in T", 'v will vanish when the average at in- Y4' ' (6') Y4 " (6' After some manipulations we find
and Sz assumes the values given in Eq. (6. 25).
Next we construct T~using Eq. (B9) for Oz, (6, 6') :
After a calculation similar to that for T2 we find that Ts=(&z&z& x I (19600)(~q~~(2L+1) (7 -2L) -[(7 -2L)Sqz l(
To evaluate T4 we start from the expression
which can be obtained from Eqs. (2. 6) and (2. 9). Inserting this expression into Eq. (6. 23b) we find that T4 = --, x (Izzl') (70m)2 (5/8v)2( V'z, 7't~) "P P C(2, 2, 4; m, n) C(2, 2, 4; V, , v) C(2, 2, 4; m+ o, n) M, m, n, p, v, e 685' XC(2, 2, 4; p, -o, v) Y4 (6')* Y4'" (6') Y""(6)+Y '" '(6) 
After simplification this may be written as Finally, using the expression for Pz, (6, 6 + 6 ) given in Eq. (Blo) we write T, in the form T5=(~v t") (70&) 
Again the alloy average is taken by including the factor f,(5, r). Using Eq. (3.36) and also Eq. (3.5a)
for Bo, we find Z' d{pr)'x(1-x)«ZI(Scos'8g-1}')) .
(c4) 6 6 l l 'J'"1 xC(2, 2, 4;I, -l) C(2, 2, 4;l', -l') (-1)"' xy0(5))g y. ' {5));)). x (&00+ )) 00) x0(l 2x) S00)), 00 +x'(I-x)'(S"~+a, "a") uc 00 a0 50 be 00 ae 00) -x'(1 -x) (1 -2x) S"S"S", 
where n specifies the orientation of the molecule.
We thus obtain the result V=-' qe[3(n n)'-1]. 
